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Nietzscheandthe ‘Superman’

Nietzsche’s teaching about morality
Nietzsche taught that most people in society adopted a ‘herd morality’. They just
accepted what everyone agreed was right and wrong without thinking it through for
themselves. He felt it to be time to move on from the values society had inherited
from Christianity, which he considered to be obsolete.

‘God is dead. God remains dead. And we have killed him.’

Nietzsche’s famous declaration of God’s death was intended to highlight that society
no longer needed religion to say what is right and wrong. Human advancement
meant that now people were ready for a new morality, which he thought would be focused on the ‘will to power’.

The ‘will to power’ is Nietzsche’s belief that all people are driven by a desire to have power over their lives and the world
around them. He believed that embracing this would lead to a new and more authentic way to live, free from the values
imposed by Christianity.

‘All gods are dead: now we want the Superman to live.’

Nietzsche looked forward to a Superman, a person who perfectly embodied the ‘will to power’, and created new life-
affirming values which focused on this world rather than any possibility of an afterlife. He felt that such a man would show
the true potential of humanity and lead the world into a new way of life.

What do you think Nietzsche means when he says ‘God is dead’?

What might Hobbs and Shaw need to change in their lives if they wanted to be a ‘Superman’ to lead humanity into
the future of morality?

Nietzsche’s viewofChristianity:
Nietzsche was very critical of Christianity. He thought that it had
been created by the weak as a way to gain control. While Nietzsche
admired Jesus as a life affirmer who disapproved of using religion for
social control, he blamed St Paul for corrupting Jesus’ teachings.
Nietzsche thought that belief in heaven made people ignore the
potential of this life. For Nietzsche, the declaration that ‘God is dead’
sets humanity free.

Friedrich Nietzsche (1844 - 1900 AD) is probably the most widely read philosopher in the modern world. He is
famous for his declaration that ‘God is dead’.

● Born in Röcken, Germany.
● Wrote several important philosophical works, many concerning morality.
● Suffered from severe mental health problems in later life.
● Became the official philosopher of the Nazis after his death, despite his hatred of German nationalism.

Morality:
what makes an
action right or
wrong. The duties
of life.
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